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Title word cross-reference

19 [Boz22, KLL23, NNS+22, RML+21, SLSC+21, WvSG22, XLL22, YAB+20], 1970s [RAB+23].
2020 [EG20]. 21st [MB20].

[hPKvR22]. Alternative [WWF\textsuperscript{+}20].
Ambiguity [PEG20]. ambivalence [Ano22, wY22].
America [EKFR\textsuperscript{+}23, Ter23], among [CH20a, CH20b, KKK\textsuperscript{+}21, SFvD\textsuperscript{+}21, ZYH\textsuperscript{+}20]. Analysis
[AMDN21, KLL23, MY21, ABM21, BMCF21, Cha22, HYO\textsuperscript{+}21a, HYO\textsuperscript{+}21b, IW20, LLM\textsuperscript{+}22, MVNSdUC22, REL22, SC22, XG23, ZG22, dGGM21]. Anti
[NN22]. Anti-transparency [NN22].
anticipate [LSM21]. apart [Clo21]. Application
[Bor21, RK23, TTF20].
Application-oriented [Bor21], applications [MA22]. Applied [CM21]. approach [AYDQ\textsuperscript{+}21, DWK23, EKFR\textsuperscript{+}23, KLL23, LLLRD23, PBW20]. approaches
[SBH\textsuperscript{+}22]. Approaching [Par20]. arbiter [SHK\textsuperscript{+}20].
Area [SC22]. art [OI22].
Artificial
[XZW\textsuperscript{+}20, AY23, OSV\textsuperscript{+}23, PM20].
Assessing [OF22, GKR\textsuperscript{+}21, Lau20, WB22].
Assessment [MVNSdUC22, ABS21, Bla21b, Bla21a, HV23, LSvH22]. assessments [ASGRM23]. assurance [FKF\textsuperscript{+}23].
assymptomatic [NN22]. Atlantic [Pol23]. attention
[MB20]. attentional [KKK\textsuperscript{+}21]. attributes
[OSV\textsuperscript{+}23, Pan20]. attributes
[MG22]. Australian [Woe21]. autonomy
[BL22].
Balance [Lag21]. Balanced [Bor21].
Balancing [FKF\textsuperscript{+}23, Kru20]. Barriers
dMSVF23, Don20, LLLRD23]. based
[CTzB21, FZW22, NNS\textsuperscript{+}22, PEG20]. Bay
[SC22], bedside [SHRA20]. behavior
[BS22a]. behind [HL22, RP23]. belonging
[HSAR23]. bench [SHRA20]. Benefits
[DP21]. best [BTT22]. Between
[WLW20, Clo21, EKFR\textsuperscript{+}23, FMF20, KKF\textsuperscript{+}23, HYO\textsuperscript{+}21a, HYO\textsuperscript{+}21b, JGK22, LLLRD23, PDM23, SHRA20, SCY21, ZAB\textsuperscript{+}20, ZAB\textsuperscript{+}21, dRS20]. beyond
[TCZW21]. bibliographic [MVNSdUC22].
bibliometric [MSF\textsuperscript{+}22, ZG22, Zou22].
bibliometrics [BSTG21]. Big [Vin22].
biodiversity [VPK20]. bioeconomy
[AL2K2, SBH\textsuperscript{+}22, Sol21]. biomedical
[SHRA20]. Biotech [YXX21].
biootechnology [HA\textsuperscript{+}23]. blockchain
[BL22]. Best
[Bor21]. Brazil
[Ano22, wY22]. Brazil
[AVZ21, MG22]. Bred
[MY21]. Bridging
[Ano23a, EET22]. Broadening [Bav23].
broader [ASGRM23, OF22, WB22].
brokers [Bav23]. Building
[ZAB\textsuperscript{+}20, ZAB\textsuperscript{+}21, hPKvR22].
bureaucratization [Woe21]. Business
[LSvH22, LLM\textsuperscript{+}22].
calculation [JS23]. Calibrating [GST\textsuperscript{+}20].
Can [BS22a, XG23, HTB22]. Canada
[AKC22, DF22]. Canadian
[ZAB\textsuperscript{+}20, ZAB\textsuperscript{+}21]. capabilities
[hPKvR22]. capacity
dSTRC20, VJMHdLNA20]. capital
[GGGAMASG21]. Capturing [Rud22].
Care [SGW21]. carry [BWMH22]. Case
[AAW\textsuperscript{+}20, AVZ21, DP21, AIOL22, HLM\textsuperscript{+}23, HJMX23, Kru20, Loy22, Mo23, NLP23, NJV23, PDM23, QS23, RRC\textsuperscript{+}23, SX19, SX20, Sol21, SU22, ZS21]. cases
[CK21, Don20]. catching
[NCTd20].
catching-up
[NCTd20]. category
[PPFPV20]. cause [Haw20]. causes
[SFP23, XZW\textsuperscript{+}20]. censorship [FKF\textsuperscript{+}23].
Centers [Lin21, XHQ\textsuperscript{+}22]. centre [HA\textsuperscript{+}23].
Centres [Ter23]. centric
[CCT21a, CCT21b]. century [MB20].
CERN [Ano22, wY22]. certification
[KCL20, LXLY20]. CGE
[HYO\textsuperscript{+}21a, HYO\textsuperscript{+}21b]. chain
criticisms [FvL22]. Crops [NK21]. Cross
[ABM21, TO21, ZX20]. Cross-country
[ABM21]. cross-national [ZX20].
cross-regional [TO21]. cultural [PFPV20].
culture [DC23, NNS+22]. cultures [Clo21].
curiosity [Ano22, wY22]. Cyborg [ISS22].
cycles [FZW22].
damage [TCWZ21]. Danish [HLS20]. data
[MG22, MRB20, MPCAC20, REL22, Sid20].
data-driven [Sid20]. decarbonisation
[Abd23]. decision [LKZC22].
decision-making [LKZC22]. decisions
[YH21]. decomposition [MPCAC20]. Deconstructing
[MA22]. Decoupling [TCWZ21]. definition
[CM20, GCGAMASG21]. deliberation
[WBM22]. Delphi [RR20]. demand
[NRSA23]. Democracy [WDJ+21].
Democratic [WvSG22]. Departments
[Lag21]. dependence [Pan20]. design
[BS22b, KKS20]. Designing [LLM+22].
deteriorating [TCWZ21]. Determinants
[SJ22, FS20, NPZ21, dSTRC20]. developed
[dRS20]. developing [Fli22, dSTRC20, VPK20, dRS20].
Development [Lin21, CzItB21, GV20, Pes21, TTF20, vWBT20]. devices [Woe21]. dialogue
[SC21b]. differ [Ter23]. difference [LMS21, XG23].
difference-in-differences [XG23].
differences [XG23, ZYH+20]. Different
[CLZ+20, MPCAC20, NCTd20]. differently
[Par20]. diffusion [Hen23, HL21]. digital
[Hen23, PH23, SGW21, VSGMF21].
dilemmas [Lau20]. Dimensions [PFPV20].
discipline [HLL+23]. discipline-specific
[HLL+23]. Disciplining [hKZ22].
disclosures [LS20]. Discontinuation
[YKW21]. discourse [RMP23]. discrepancy [KKK+21]. Discursive
[Yeh21]. Discussion [QS23]. disease
[YLMYY22]. diseases [YLMYY22].
Disentangling [HSAR23].
disillusionments [ALK22]. distribution
[CLvH22, GRFBL21]. diverse [HTB22].
diversification [AIOLL22, TO21]. diversity
[GRL23, HSYW21, KH22, SGW21]. Do
[APV21, YH21, CCI21a, CCI21b, Ter23, Vin22]. Does
[APV21, LXL20, LMS21, WZ23, Yan21, Don20, FMF20, Kis20, Pan20, PFPV20, ZX20]. domestic [GSR22].
Dominican [GV20]. Drain [MY21].
Drawing [NK21]. drive [WBM22]. driven
[Sid20, THPT20]. driver [TO21]. drivers
[AOF22]. driving [SC21b]. drug [XLL22].
during [NNS+22, SLSC+21, WvSG22, ZQH+23].
Dynamics [ALK22, HLM+23, YLMYY22, ZW20].
E-hailing [SX19, SX20]. e-waste
Economic [LL22, GV20, HYO+21a].
HYO+21b, SWA+21]. economies [AY23].
economists [YAB+20]. economy
[Ben22, Sid20]. ecosystem [VPK20].
ecosystems [NLP23]. Edited [NK21].
editing [WS21]. Education
[LER+22, ABM21, TCWZ21]. Effect
[WJZ20, LL22, MBT20, ZW+20].
Effective [Bl21b, Bla21a, RML+21].
effectiveness [AD20, YLGZ23, ZX20].
Effects [ON21, SFvD+21, TBM21, AOF22].
BZG21, CLZ+20, SK23, THPT20, VJMHdLNA20, YCL22]. efficiency
[ABM21, CLZ+20, FWZ22, KCL20, WJZ20, ZFCL21, ZYH+20]. efficient [HTB22].
efforts [Boz22, JS23]. embedded [Dui20].
Embracing [VBFLP22, Ano23b]. emerge
[ZG22]. emergence [CBWJ20]. emergency
[XLL22]. emerging [AY23, RAVJ21].
Emissions [Mo23]. Empirical
[IW20, ON21, BFH+20, FZW22, ZX20].
Empowering [BS21]. enable [Dui20].
enabling [HL20, Rea22, dJBN22].
enact [BMA23, Pra20]. end
[LBCG+23]. end-user [LBCG+23].
Enemies [RAJV21]. Energy
[Yeh21, JS23, KH22, Rud22]. Engage
[Lag21]. engagement [AOF22, Coh22,
EKFR+23, LMR+20, SU22, ZS21].
Engaging [YXX21]. enhancement [ISS22].
enlargement [XHQ+22]. entanglement
[FE20]. enterprise [LXL20]. enterprises
[Ehs21, GSR22, SJ22]. entrepreneurial
[Coh22, MP23, QS23]. entrepreneurs
[MP23]. entrepreneurship
[CK21, Hem23, KKK+21, Rea22].
environment [EZI20, Lin20, THPT20].
Environmental
[BZG21, Mo23, Don20, LL22, YH21, Loy22].
epistemic [FE20, JK22, KM23]. equality
[SPB23, VV22]. era [VSGMF21]. Erratum
[Bla21b, BWG22, CCT21a, CH20a, SX20].
etical [BBAK21, ISS22, WS21]. ethics
[ISS22]. EU [NN22, VPK20]. Europe
[CNA+20b, CNA+20a, CNA+20c]. EkFR+23,
HJM23, MA23, MP23]. European
[AFF20, ClO21, HLL+23, LM23, PBS20,
RMP23, SC21a]. evaluate [SHRA20].
Evaluating [CM21, JX21]. Evaluation
[ASGRM23, FS20, MA22, RCK23, SPB23].
events [HR20]. Evidence [HL21, JWF22,
KKK+21, NNA22, WJZ20, XLL22, YCL22,
YLM22, Don20, IW20, MSF+22,
NNS+22, ON21, Pol23, RFP23, ZX20, WZ23].
evidence-based [NNS+22]. Evidences
[NCT20]. Evolution [XLL22, AS20].
examination [BBAK21]. Examining
[Abd23]. excellence [SFvD+21, Ter23].
exist [Vin22]. expansive [VSGMF21].
expectations [ALK22, FvL22].
Experiences
[AGKL21, HPV+22, NCT20, Ter23].
experiment [WZ23]. experimentation
[GKR+21, RKT23]. expert [WvSG22].
Experts [Loy22, YXX21]. exploration
[RAB+23]. explore [Cha22]. Exploring
[AOF22, HPV+22, Lii20, PGM23, RR20,
WDJ+21]. external [AOF22, IW20].
facilitate [CCT21a, CCT21b]. Factors
[Rea22, NNS+22]. faculty [AD20]. failure
[LSvH22]. fair [HTB22]. fairness [AOF22].
farmer [ZYH+20]. favorable [KH22].
favoritism [AD20]. FDI [YH21]. fears
[Kim21]. federal [GLR23]. federalism
[ZFC21]. Federally [Lin21]. fertilising
[NJV23]. few [SFvD+21]. field [HSS21].
fields [dITGRS21]. Fifty [BST21]. Find
[Lag21]. Finland [AS20, KLL23, SC21a].
Finnish [PEG20]. Firm
[AMDN21, FS20, dSTRC20, ZW20]. firms
[GS22, THPT20]. fiscal [ZFC21].
fisheries [OD20]. Flagship [MY21].
Flemish [PEG20]. flexible [XG23]. flow
[dRS20]. flows [NCT20]. focus
[Kim21]. LER+22. Follow [Boz22]. food
[AGKL21]. Foreign [GS22]. formal
[THPT20, WS23]. formation
[MGM+21, vWBT20]. Forward
[NK21, JTWW21]. foster [AD20].
Fostering [DC23]. Foundation [OF22].
Framework [PBSA20, AY23, LKZ22,
MA22, WWF+20, dGGM21]. framing
[RK23]. freedom [FKF+23]. fresh [LCL23].
friction [PB20]. Frictions [So21].
Functional [EZI20]. functioning
[MGM+21]. Funded
[BS21, BL22, LW21, MT20, OF22, WB22].
Funding
[APV21, SFvD+21, Abd23, FS20, GRL23,
GST+20, IW20, LM23, Phi22, PBS20,
PFG20, SK23, SFP23, ZXW+20, Zou22].
Funds [SC21a]. future [Kim21, RAJV21].
futures [ALK22, JL21, RP23, RR20]. Fuzzy
[AVZ21].
gap [LLRD23, SFP23]. GDPR [MRB20].
Gender
[Lag21, SK23, PH23, SFP23, SFP23, VV22].
Gene [NK21, WBM22]. Gene-Edited

Insights [HHL21, LER+22, SC21a, YAB+20, BFH+20]. institutes [CZtB21, Kru20].

Institution [THPT20, ABM21].

Institution-driven [THPT20].

institutionalist [Ben22].

Institutionalizing [Coh22].

Institutionally [Dui20]. institutions [Abd23, DC23, PDM23]. instruments [BS22b, CZL+20, LL22, dSFSN23].

insurance [WZ23]. integration [PM20].

integrity [DC23, HLL+23, LER+22].

Intellectual [ZW20, Par20, Sid20].

Intelligence [AY23, LLM+22, OSV+23, PM20].

Intellectual [CCT21a, CCT21b, Coh22, GST+20, HL22, MSF+22, MP23, Rea22, ZW20]. institutionalist [Ben22].

Institutionalizing [Coh22].

Institutionally [Dui20]. institutions [Abd23, DC23, PDM23]. instruments [BS22b, CZL+20, LL22, dSFSN23].

insurance [WZ23]. integration [PM20].

integrity [DC23, HLL+23, LER+22].

Intelligence [AY23, LLM+22, OSV+23, PM20]. intensity [MPCAC20]. inter [ZYH+20, HL20].

inter-organizational [HL20].

Inter-provincial [ZYH+20]. interact [ZG22]. interaction [dJBN22].

interactions [TG22]. interactive [SJ22].

interdisciplinarity [Ano23b, hKZ22, VBFLP22].

interdisciplinary [KKS20, hKZ22].

interest [Bav23]. Interests [Yeh21, CK21, FKF+23]. interface [BTT22, OdS20]. intergovernmental [RRC+23].

intermediaries [NLP23, SDM23, vWBT20].

International [DP21, Cha22, EKFR+23, HHL21, vWBT20].

internationalization [MSF+22].

Interpreting [HA23]. Interreg [MP23].

introduction [KR23]. invasive [Haw20].

Invention [LS20]. inventions [NNAH22].
made [CM21]. Madrid [QS23].
mainstreaming [SK23]. make
[HTB22, JS23, LMS21]. Maker [FvL22].
Making [APGL20, BBAK21, FKS+21, HA23, NNAH22, Wi22, HLM+23, LKZC22, SPB23, dJB22]. management
[AYDQ+21, BPS20, IW20]. managerial
[HL20]. mandates [Kru20].
manufacturing [NLP23, SJ22]. mapping
[LM23]. Market [AVZ21, BWG22, BGW22].
marketization [L22]. markets [Sid20].
matching [MG22]. Materials [SWA+21].
matter [Don20]. matters [SGW21].
Matthew [ZXW+20]. meaning [Pra20].
Meaningful [Lag21, HPV+22]. measurement [GCGAMASG21].
mechanisms [HL20, LM23]. Media [MB20].
medical [KM23]. medicine [BBAK21, Sid20, Pra20]. medium [Ehs21].
medium-sized [Ehs21]. medium-sized [Sid20].
Meets [ZAB+20, ZAB+21]. merrier
[HSVYW21]. Meta [AMDN21].
Meta-Regression [AMDN21]. Methods
[AAW+20]. metrics [Wil22]. Microalgae
migration [NPZ21]. Mission [AVZ21, NJV23, RCK23, BMA23, BS21, JTW21, hPKvR22, SC21a, WWF+20, WHL+21].
Mission-Oriented
[AVZ21, NJV23, BMA23, BS21, JTW21, WWF+20, WHL+21]. Missions [JWT+23].
mix [CL20, Hen23, KLL23, ON21, WJZ20].
moiety [CK21, MSF+22]. model
[BS22a, CCT21a, CCT21b]. models
[CZtB21]. Moderating
[LL22, THPT20, BZG21]. moderators
dMSVF23]. modes [HHL21]. modified
[Pan20]. monitoring [PGM23, RCK23].
monoclonal [dSFSN23]. motivates
[AOF22]. motivation [SU22]. motivational
[AOF22]. Motivations [DP21]. move
[FMF20]. movement [RP23, FvL22].
Mozambique [ZS21]. Multilevel
[IW20, ON21]. multiple [HL22, Kru20].
Myriad [Gho20].
name [CNA+20b, CNA+20a, CNA+20c].
nanoELSI [hKZ22]. Narratives
[RR20, RP23]. narrowing [KM23]. Nation
[SLSC+21, RK23]. nation-state [RK23].
Nation-Wide [SLSC+21]. National
[CM20, OF22, WDJ+21, ABS21, AS20, NCTd20, NJV23, ZX20]. nations [dRS20].
natural [ZXW+20]. nearly [NRS23].
needs [HPV+22]. Negotiating
[Clo21, VBG+23]. nesting [BS22b].
Network [TBM21, Cha22, MG22, TO21, WLW20, XLL22]. networks
[Bre22, CFT21a, CFT21b, EG20, PGM23, RKT23, TRdRABS22]. NHS [MAH+20].
on [Haw20, LMS21]. non-academic
[LMS21]. non-invasive [Haw20]. Nordic
[SBH+22]. Normal [RML+21]. normative
[VSGMF21]. Novel [APV21]. NSF [WB22].
NSF-funded [WB22]. numbers [JS23].
Numeric [JS23]. nurturing [NLP23].
Nutrition [RR20].

object [Ano23a, EET22]. objects
[JWT+23, SHK+20]. Observable [SFP23].
ocurrence [NNS+22]. Ocean [Pol23]. off
[RKT23]. offensive [WZ23]. offs
[HYO+21a, HYO+21b]. Online
[PH23, REL22, Zzy22, VPK20]. Open
[MA23, ABC+21, BS22a, HJMX23, MRB20, NN22, VSGMF21, dGGM21, dJ20].
Opening [VSGMF21]. Openness
[Sid20, Pra20]. opportunities [AJG22].
Opportunity [RMP23]. options
[Bla21b, Bla21a, TTF20]. Orchestrating
[EG20]. organisation [SCY21].
Organisations
[Bor21, HHL21, LKZC22, dTGRS21].
Organizational [FKF+23, dSTRC20, AOF22, BZG21, HL20, dJP22].
organizations [PDM23, RRC+23, dJBN22].
Oriented [AVZ21, Bor21, BMA23, BS21, JTW21, NJV23, WWF+20, WHL+21].


promises
[AY23, FvL22, WIW20].
promising
[BAK21, JTW21, JL21].
Promise
[RAJ21].
Promissory
[WS21].
Promote
[LXLY20, WZ23, XG23].
Promoting
[Kim21].
Promotion
[CNA+20b, CNA+20a, CNA+20c].
property
[Par20, Sid20, ZW20].
Proposal
[GCGAMASG21].
proposals
[ASGRM23, PBrSA20, SK23].
prosocial
[SU22].
Prospect
[Sid20].
Protection
[Loy22].
provided
[HLL+23].
provincial
[ZYH+20].
Public
[Bor21, KJR20, WBM22, dSFSN23, Abd23, AY23, AFF20, Bos22, CLvH22, Coh22, FS20, Kru20, LM23, LBCG+23, LKZC22, LMR+20, ON21, Pan21, Pes21, RR20, SCY21, SC21b, VwSG22, WS21, ZQH+23, dIY+23].
publications
[BS21, PEG20].
publicly
[LW21].
publicness
[LW21].
publish
[WS21].
publishers
[LM23].
publishing
[RAM22].
pulse
[Fli22].
push
[HL21].
quadruple
[PBW20].
qualitative
[Par20].
quality
[FKF+23, HSYW21].
Quantitative
[BFH+20].
quasi
[WZ23].
quasi-experiment
[WZ23].
Questioning
[RAJ21].
R&D
[AIH22, BL22, BGW22, BGW22, CZtB21, FS20, GRL23, HL20, HYO+21a, HYO+21b, JWFY22, KH22, Mo23, MPCAC20, ON21, SC21, TO21, THTP20, Zou22].
randomly
[Phi22].
range
[YLGZ23].
rationales
[GV20].
re
[FE20].
re-entanglement
[FE20].
reading
[HSSS21].
realize
[HPV+22].
really
[SCY21].
recovery
[AFF20, GRFBL21, KLL23].
recruitment
[AD20].
REF
[BMCF21].
reflection
[JTW21].
reflexivity
[GST+20].
reforms
[AD20].
regimes
[FE20, RAJ21, WS21].
region
[VJMHGlNA20, QS23].
regional
[Ben22, CZtB21, Hen23, TO21, TTF20, VV22, YLGZ23, ZFCL21].
regions
[BMA23, SC21a].
Regression
[AAMD21].
Regulation
[NK21, ISS22, MB20, WBM22].
regulations
[RAM22, YH21].
regulatory
[Hen23].
Rejecting
[SC21b].
related
[JLX21, MA23].
relations
[SGW21, TCWZ21].
Relationships
[AAMD21, VJMHGlLNA20, ZAB+20, ZAB+21].
relevance
[BFH+20].
reluctant
[BWMH22].
renewable
[KH22].
reorienting
[GKR+21].
Republic
[GV20].
requirements
[REL22].
Research
[AAW+20, Bor21, CM21, DP21, FKS+21, Lin21, LSvH22, Phi22, SLSC+21, TBM21, XHQ+22, Abd23, ASGRM23, AJG22, ABS21, BTT22, BMCF21, BS22b, Bre22, CLvH22, CNA+20b, CNA+20c, CNA+20d, CL20, Coh22, DC23, Dui20, GRFBL21, HPV+22, HLL+23, HHL21, IW20, JWT+23, KKK+21, KKS20, KM23, Kis20, Kru20, hKZ22, LER+22, Lau20, Litt20, LW21, NNAH22, OJ22, OF22, Par20, PEG20, Rea22, REL22, SFV+21, SPB20, SK23, SCY21, VV22, Wil22, YLGZ23, YLMYY22, Zou22, dJBN22, dITGRS21].
Researchers
[MSF+22, HPV+22, HSL20, NPZ21].
Researchers
[SLSC+21, HPV+22, SFP23].
resilience
[KLL23].
resistance
[Abd23, BWG22, BWG22, SPB23].
Resource
[Lin20, BPS20].
resources
[YLMYY22].
Responding
[YLMYY22].
response
[MB20].
Responses
[RML+21].
responsibility
[GST+20, HHL21, RMP23].
responsible
[CNA+20b, CNA+20a, CNA+20c, PM20].
Restoring
[BGW22, BWG22].
Restricted
[SX19, SX20].
results
[MPCAC20, SLSC+21].
rethink
[RZ22].
Retraction
[RZ22].
returnee
[YCL22].
Returning
[CBWJ20, MY21].
Reverse
[MY21].
review
[ASGRM23, BS22a, CH20a, CH20b, HLL+23, KJR20, Par20, PH23, Phi22].
reviewed
[PEG20].
reviewers
[LS21].
revisited
[YH21].
rights
[Sid20].
rise
support [CLvH22, LLM+22, TO21].
Supporting [HPV+22, MGM+21]. Survey
[SLSC+21, Phi22, RR20]. sustainability
[HSSS21], sustainable [VSGMF21].
Swedish [BMA23, RCK23, SGW21].
Switching [Clo21]. Switzerland [BBAK21].
system [AS20, CBW20, LLM+22, LCL23, NJV23, PGM23, vWBT20]. systematic
[CH20a, CH20b, KJR20]. Systems
[AIOL22, MAH+20, PEG20].
Tacit [HL21]. Taiwan [CCT21a, CCT21b].
Taking [Fli22]. Talents [MY21]. talk
[SBH+22]. tasks [BWVMH22]. tax [Els21].
taxonomy [SDM23]. team [HSYW21].
technical [BPS20, KCL20, ZYH+20].
techno [JL21]. techno-scientific [JL21].
Technological [Cha22, ZX20]. Technology
[Bor21, CzTB21, Hem23, Bla21b, Bla21a, CM20, Cha22, Hen23, HLM+23, JX21, NRS23, Pan20, Pes21, PM20, RAJ21, SCY21, WS23, WLW20, dSFS23]. testing
[Haw20]. Their [Yan21, YXX21].
therapeutic [dSFS23]. there
[FZ22, Haw20, NRS23]. these [Ter23].
third [hpKvR22, SC21a]. Threat
[Lil20, KM23]. three [BMA23]. threshold
[CZL+20]. TMNs [Ano23a, EET22].
together [APGL20]. tool [WS23]. top
[MBT20]. top-funded [MBT20].
traceability [LCL23]. Tracing [RMP23].
trade [HYO+21a, HYO+21b, RKT23].
trade-off [RKT23]. trade-offs
[HYO+21a, HYO+21b]. Trading [Mo23].
training [LER+22]. trajectories [KM23].
transdisciplinarity [Ano23b, HA23, VBFL22].
Transdisciplinary [AAW+20, AGKL21].
transfer [Ano22, Cha22, CzTB21, FMF20, SCY21, wY22, dITGRS21]. Transfers
[Lin21]. Transform [FKS+21].
transformation [SPB23]. Transformative
[AYDQ+21, GKR+21, PL22, BS22b, JX21, KLL23, RCK23, SBH+22]. transforming
[NJV23]. transition [BWVMH22]. transitions [PGM23].
translation [SHA20]. translations
[Sol21]. transparency
[BS22a, MRB20, NN22, RAM22].
transversal [HSSS21]. trap [AIOL22].
Trends [AJG22]. trial [MRB20, RAM22].
Triggering [NK21]. Triple
[CCT21a, CCT21b]. Triple-Helix
[CCT21a]. turbulence [THPT20].
Turkey [Ano23a, EET22]. Turning [PES21].
turnover [JWVF22]. two [Don20].
typology [WHL+21].
UK [AJG22, ELS21]. Unboxing [JGK22].
uncertainties [Lau20]. uncertainty
[JGK22]. undermine [BS22a].
Understanding
[BWVMH22, JKT+23, LCG+23].
understandings [Ano23b, VBFL22].
Unite [RP23]. universal [Hem23].
Universities [CM21, PL22, DWK23, GCGAMAG21, HLS20, IW20, KKK+21, Lin20, Woe21, dJB22]. University
[AMDN21, BSTG21, SDM23, YKW21, CCT21a, CCT21b, FMF20, MVNSdUC22, NNAH22, hPKvR22, QS23, SC21a, VJMDLNA20, ZQH+23, PBSA20].
university-centric [CCT21a, CCT21b].
unleash [SBH+22]. unobservable [SFP23].
upgrading [dSFS23], urban [vWBT20].
USA [JLX21, MB20, WM22]. Use
[Boz22, RP23, WS23]. user [LBCG+23].
using [MG22, WB22].
v [OF22]. vaccine [YLMYY22]. valuation
[Fli22]. Value
[VEB21, YXX21, MGM+21, ST21, Wil22].
Value-Laden [YXX21]. values
[Br22, FE20]. varieties [WHL+21].
variety [LBCG+23]. various [RAM22].
vehicles [SC21b]. Venture [YKW21].
versus [BPS20, FS20, FvL22, XZW+20].
vested [CK21]. view [CCT21a, CCT21b].
views [Phi22]. virtuous [VJMHDNA20].
vouchers [XG23]. vulnerable [SGW21].

Wales [Hen23]. Walking [SBH+22]. waste
[AYDQ+21]. ways [JTWW21]. welfare
[EZI20]. Were [AD20]. Which [ZXW+20].
whom [WB22]. Wide [SLSC+21, ABC+21].
wide-scale [ABC+21]. wind [WJZ20].
within [NN22, SC22]. work
[Hen23, JS23, PH23, SPB20]. Working
[wY22, Ano22]. world [Rzy22, VSGMF21].
worlds [Clo21].

years [BSTG21]. young [SFP23, YCL22].

Zika [YLMYY22].
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